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Presentation Notes
Welcome.  The team. Entering second year of this 2 year project. The structure for this 90minutes are that I present the project purpose, aims, methods and findings and I will pause for questions at each section and then share our resources we have developed to obtain feedback and open up discussions.I will do my best to note when someone raises their hand in this online environment With this project we want to contribute to better understanding the possibilities and challenges of using MT to enhance WPL.WPL and mobile learning are 2 key foci of university professional education courses. But these two aspects remain to be predominantly separate discourses. There is lots about WPL with little reference to using MT; and likewise with mobile learning, it remains focused on L+T in courses with little consideration for WPL.



What makes WPL 
partnerships so challenging?  

 Competing interests 

WPL 
challenges 
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Presentation Notes
Here are some of the challenges  of WPL that have been well documented and experienced where MT can help to overcome WPL challenges.



How to help students 
make the most of 
WPL experiences? 
 

• Appreciating to prepare for the unpreparable 
 

• Building personal, practical working knowledge 
and developing professional identity 
 

• Cultivating agentic learning 
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It is important to bear in mind what makes good learning experiences. Often management and process issues of WPL are in the forefront rather than educational aspects .Preparing students for the unpreparable is asking them to improvise, to create in the momentBuilding working knowledge requires integrating facts and textbook knowledge with ways of practising in real work settings, involving self to grow knowledge.Agentic means active participation, action oriented learning. Students need to be active, inquisitive and deliberate in their own learning. This is crucial because workplaces are rich and full of learning opportunities only with student agency  



Changing conditions for 
learning and working in the 
mobile age 
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The way we relate, talk, work and play with others is rapidly changing.There are new possibilities with mobile technology:Networked learningSocial collaborative learning Mobile technology is convenient and  popularUbiquitous: anywhere anytime    Asynchronous and at own paceEasy access to internet wirelessly and across contexts



Mobile 
technology 
challenges 
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But there are challenges of mobile technology for WPL



Theoretical underpinnings 
 

1. Fostering the development of students’ agency 
in WPL (Billett, 2011)  

2. Designing for what is designable ahead of time; 
what will emerge; and what should be left for 
self-management (Goodyear & Markauskaite, 
2012) 

3. Exploring the enmeshed relationships between 
learning, technology and work (Orlikowski, 
2007) 



Project aims  
Enhancing WPL through the use of MT 
so that students can make better use of 

their personal mobile digital devices 

Helping WPE help 
students make better 

use of MT in WPL 

Helping academics 
guide students make 

better use of MT in WPL 

Helping students make 
better use of MT in WPL 
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Talk to slide and thenWe are developing a mobile capacity building framework piloted in health and education but ultimately relevant to all occupations.



Methods 
Phase 1: Exploring MT use for WPL 
•Pre- and post placement surveys with students 
•One off survey with WPEs 
•In-depth interviews with academics and WPEs 
•Trialling an online student resource (GPS for WPL) 
 
 
Phase 2: Trialling & implementing resources 
•Online feedback 
•In-depth interviews 
•Focus groups and workshops 
•Examples of good practice 
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Phase 1: Designed to gather rich data to inform the development of a series of resources. The first one built was a student resource building on the project team’s expertise, the literature and through ongoing feedback.Phase 2: Designed to trial and implement resources developed as a result of phase 1.As recognition of student participation, we provide a certificate of research participation (upon request) and offer the possibility to enter draw to win a $25 WISH gift card (one a month between March and September).



Phase 1 engagement 
GPS for WPL access: 

• 352 views, 75 visitors from Australia, Germany, 
Sweden, Norway, the US and the Netherlands 

Survey response rates: 
• 31 from students pre-placement 
• 28 from students post-placement 
• 13 for WPE 

Interviews: 
• 8 Academics      1 WPL staff          2 WPEs 

Advisory group meetings: 
• 1 international   
• Several local 
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Students who completed :Both surveys (Pre and post-placement) 6Pre-placement only 25Post-placement only 18



Phase 1 findings 
• High use of mobile devices 
• High confidence in using mobile devices 
• Many opportunities to use mobile devices 
• Positive impact on connection and learning 

BUT there is a need for… 
• Better preparation and training 
• Implementation of policies and guidelines 
• More reliable internet access 
• Broader integration 
• Focus on people and pedagogy 

 

 



• How to design learning in hybrid space? 
• How does time and place of WPL change 

when integrated with an online environment? 
• How  prepared and committed are academics 

and WPEs to online co-presence and 
dialogue? 

•  Does mobile technology change the need for 
the WPE’s physical presence? especially in 
situations when split-second decisions and 
actions are required? 

Emerging questions 
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WPL is situated learning in real world settings. In professional practices time matters: sometime fast sometimes slow. The place matters – work is done differently in different workplaces.



Mobile Technology 
Capacity Building 

Framework 

  
Creating 
on-the-go 
activities 

Planning 
learning 

experiences 

Networking 
activities 

Professional 
and safe 

GPS for 
WPL 

Initiating 
dialogue 

Exemplary 
practices 
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We have started to draft a series of resources that are part of the framework.The GPS for WPL (http://wp.me/p6hAOa-3Tis a resource for students. The examples are a resource to help framework users understand how MT can be used to enhance WPL and to help them translate these examples into their WPL work. Besides the showcase (exemplary practices) , the other 5 resources are predominantly written for academics to stimulate the use of MT for WPL:A pattern to design a planning resource to help students, academics and WPE prepare student learning experience (c.f. learning contracts): Planning Learning Experiences (http://www.csu.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0009/2149245/PlanLearningExpPattern160223.pdf )A pattern to design a dialogical resource for students, academics and WPE to help structure discussions that lead to clarifying expectations, pedagogical use and generally a shared understanding about the use of MT on placement: Initiating Dialogue (http://www.csu.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/2149187/DialoguePatternDesign160223.pdf)A pattern to design a networking resource to support live collaboration and interactions between students, academics, WPE. Making all aware who they could connect with and how to communicate better together: Networking Activities (http://www.csu.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/2149188/NetworkDesignPattern160223.pdf)A pattern to design a participatory, self-directed learning resource that allows students to construct learning activities for their placement: Creating Your Own ‘On-The-Go’ Activities (http://www.csu.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/2149244/ParticipatoryPatternDesign160223.pdf)A pattern designed to help students, academics and WPE determine ways of developing and maintaining professional and safe conduct for students’ use of mobile technology while on placement: Professional and Safe Conduct (http://www.csu.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0010/2149246/ProfessionalSafePatternDesign160223.pdf).Although written for a focus on academics or students,  all 3 players of WPL (students, academic coordinators and workplace educators) will find them informative and useful.WPL is part of university education but it occurs in real world workplaces. All 3 players need to be engaged and involved to some degree AND with careful consideration  for particular discipline and workplace cultures. 
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Improving the 
framework 
Feedback to refine the 
framework: 
Trialling the GPS with your 
students 
Using the patterns to develop and trial your 
own resources and activities 
Sharing and showcasing yours and your 
students’ own MT practices for WPL 
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We are now seeking input and feedback to improve the mobile capacity building framework through ongoing feedback on the resources and patterns



Franziska Trede 
ftrede@csu.edu.au  
 
 
Project website http://www.csu.edu.au/efpi/wpltech  
Project blog https://wpltech.wordpress.com/  

Thank you 

#GPS4WPL 
#WPLmLearn  

Support for the production of this resource has been provided by the Australian Government Office for Learning and 
Teaching. The views expressed in this Power Point do not necessarily reflect the views of the Australian Government 
Office for Learning and Teaching.  
  
 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike 4.0 International License 
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